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******** STATEMENT ********

San Francisco—Clean-up efforts following the Shed “C” fire at Pier 45 are making significant progress on two of the three remaining building (called sheds) at the Port, according to the Port of San Francisco. Clean up at Sheds “B” and “D,” where fish processors are located, are almost completed and should be finished by the weekend.

Work will begin this coming week to clean Shed A, where the Musée Mécanique and USS Pampanito submarine are located, according to the Port’s Director of Maintenance Tom Carter.

Pier 45 is the center of San Francisco’s fishing community. Shed “C” was destroyed by the fire and stored much of the equipment needed for the upcoming crab season.

The Port’s clean up team, which includes Belfor Restoration, have been working overtime to ensure the safe clean up, reuse and habitability of the remaining structures. The Port and Belfor have systematically prioritized the clean up to allow tenants to get back to operating normally in the fire’s aftermath. The Port has relocated the historic Liberty Ship SS Jeremiah O’Brien to Pier 35N and the Red & White Fleet offices to temporary offices away from the Pier 45 clean up zone.

There is approximately a total of 84,000 sq. feet in Sheds B and D and only about 15,000 feet remain to be cleaned.
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